Geological History Reconstruction using Stratigraphic Analysis: A Case Study of Kampung Baru, West Sumatra
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Abstract
The reconstruction of geological history includes the development of rocks and volcanic deposits on a depositional pattern consisting of various types of sedimentary materials accumulated over a long time, which involves depositional changes. Depositional changes require geological comprehension in analyzing and understanding the geological processes involved in their evolution. For this reason, stratigraphic analysis is a very relevant approach to discussing rock layers, including significant environmental changes during their geologic history. The purpose of this research is to find out the geological processes that have contributed to the formation of the earth in the past. The method in this research is a stratigraphic analysis carried out from field observation data carried out directly at the outcrop. Deposition began with the re-deposition of the Pre-Tertiary (Triassic)-aged Porphyry Quartz Dacite Formation. In the Late Oligocene Epoch, the Sawhahtambang Formation was deposited, which formed in the braided river characterized by the presence of sedimentary structures in the form of lamination and cross-lamination. In the Early Miocene to Middle Miocene, the transgression process occurred, where the change in deposition was caused by the supply of larger land sediments that caused the deposition of the Ombilin Formation deposited in the marine environment of the Transition-Neritic Edge based on the bathymetry results. The research results are expected to enable geological information to gain in-depth knowledge and experience about the history of deposition and assist in geological modeling.

1. Introduction
Geologic history reconstruction aims to detail the events and processes that have shaped the current topography by involving an understanding of tectonic dynamics, climate change, and geomorphologic activities that occurred in the past [1]. By integrating data from various sources such as fossils and rocks, geological history reconstruction provides a more complete view of the changes that occurred on the earth's surface. Stratigraphic analysis allows to reconstruct the history of geological layers in the study site, by analyzing the physical, chemical, and paleontological properties of rock layers can reveal geological changes in the area and can illustrate how environmental conditions have changed over time.

The research was conducted in the Kampung Baru area in the Ombilin Basin which is geographically an intermontane basin in West Sumatra, based on the formation process the Ombilin Basin is a pull-apart basin and is a graben that stretches from South Solok to the Northwest with an area of about ± 120 km [2]. The Ombilin Basin is one of the intramontane basins or Tertiary basins found in the hill Barisan mountain zone with the island arc system on the island of Sumatra at the edge of the basin bounded by Pre-Tertiary rocks. The Ombilin Basin is the magmatic arc of the Bukit Barisan Mountains, the Sumatran horizontal fault with a northwest-southeast orientation greatly influences the formation process of the Ombilin Basin [3], [4]. The research aims to reconstruct the geological history by using the stratigraphic method to understand the sequence and interpretation of the depositional environment.
of the rock layers. The stratigraphic method allows to reconstruct geological history by analyzing various aspects such as lithological characteristics, fossils, sedimentation structures, and relationships within each rock layer. Thus, this study aims to build a better comprehension of the geological evolution of an area, including environmental changes, geological events, and processes of rock formation [5].

This research was conducted in the Ombilin Basin using a descriptive approach and depositional model, especially in the Sangkarewang Formation which was identified as a lake environment, with shale rock units contained in the formation. The existence of marine deposition can also be found through the existence of limestone units [6]. However, in this study, the method used is stratigraphic analysis which emphasizes understanding geological history through the stratigraphic order. The use of rock composition parameters from petrographic analysis and the determination of rock age through fossil content in paleontological analysis are the main focus of this research method. This approach enables the acquisition of in-depth geological information, provides a more comprehensive insight into depositional history, and provides a foundation for geological modeling.

2. Methodology
The method used in this research is stratigraphic analysis through field observations directly. This process involves data being collected through field surveys, where rock and stratigraphic identification is done through direct observation. The field survey included observations of lithology and stratigraphic sequence at several locations. Rock samples were collected from different observation sites, and these samples were analyzed in the laboratory using petrographic and paleontological analysis. The laboratory analysis process involved collecting macroscopic and microscopic data. Macroscopic data includes macroscopic descriptions of the rocks, including color, grain size, sedimentary structure, and mineral composition. Microscopic data, on the other hand, involves microscopic description by calculating the mineral content of the thin section, which is then used to name the rock. Laboratory analysis also involves paleontological analysis to determine the age and deposition of rock layers based on fossils found in rock samples. Stratigraphic analysis involves compiling a stratigraphy based on data obtained from field surveys, petrographic analysis, paleontological analysis, and related references to compile sequences of rock layers and reconstruct the geological history.

3. Results and discussions
The stratigraphic analysis in this study is based on the lithology of the rocks found and determined through observation of similar characteristics of each rock [7]. In the research area in the Solok Sheet, three formations were identified based on rock characteristics depicted in the map of the research area [8], [9]. The stratigraphic arrangement in this study was carried out through lithology obtained from field observations and laboratory analysis. Determination of rock age is based on the results of fossil analysis which is then studied with its regional context. The formations found in the research site include the Porphyry Quartz Dacite Intrusion Unit (Qd), the Sawahtambang Formation Unit (Tost), and the Ombilin Formation Unit (Tmo), which are depicted in the stratigraphic column (Figure 1). The geologic history reconstruction model in the study area is focused on one observation location for each formation, based on data that has been measured and observed directly in the field.

![Stratigraphic Column of the Study Area](image-url)

Figure 1. Stratigraphic Column of the Study Area.
Porphyry Quartz Dacite Formation (Qd)
The Quartz Dacite Porphyry Formation is the oldest age formation in the study area and is the pre-
tertiary rock underlain by the Ombilin Basin [10], [11]. These rocks are revealed in the western and
eastern parts of the basin with dacite rocks having a blackish ash color with a porphyritic texture, the
relationship between inequigranular crystals has a subhedral to anhedral shape which can be seen in
(Figure 2). Observation of the Porphyry Quartz Dacite Formation with a polarizing microscope has a
primary mineral composition in the form of quartz by 20%, plagioclase 60%, alkali-feldspar 8%, and
there are alteration minerals in the form of chlorite by 7%, from the results of naming rocks based on
the percentage of minerals, the rock name is dacite [12], [13] as found in (Figure 3).

Sawahtambang Formation (Tost)
The Sawahtambang Formation is characterized by a variety of sedimentary structures such as
sandstones, indicating changes in the depositional environment [14]. Complex tectonic activity in the
basin, influenced by the Sumatra Fault System, has led to the formation of graben as well as the
deposition of fan-delta sediments and coal seams in the formation [10], [15]. The Sawahtambang
Formation is a Formation that was deposited out of harmony with the deposition of the previous
Formation, with sandstones that dominate having a grayish brown color, fine sand-medium sand grain
size, there are also sediments in the form of parallel layers and cross layers that show the deposition of
braided rivers [16] which can be seen in (Figure 4) and (Figure 5). Observation of the Sawahtambang

Figure 2. Outcrop of the Porphyry Quartz Dacite Formation.

Figure 3. Thin Section View of Rocks of the Porphyry Quartz Dacite Formation.

Figure 4. Thin Section View of Rocks of the Sawahtambang Formation.
Formation microscopically with a polarizing microscope has a primary mineral composition of primary minerals in the form of plagioclase of 14%, quartz 30%, alkali feldspar 7%, and lithic 18%, from the results of naming the rock based on the percentage of minerals, the rock name is feldsparic wacke [13], [17] as found in (Figure 6).

Figure 4. Outcrops of the Sawahtambang Formation.

Figure 5. View of Sediment Structure (a) Lamination and (b) Cross Lamination.

Figure 6. Thin Section View of the Sawahtambang Formation.
**Ombilin Formation (Tmo)**

The Ombilin Formation is the youngest age formation in the research site which was deposited in harmony with the previous formation having carbonate mudstone with a grayish brown color, clay grain size (<1/256) with well sorted sorting degree as in (Figure 7). Observation of the Ombilin Formation microscopically with a polarizing microscope has a primary mineral composition of primary minerals in the form of plagioclase by 6%, quartz by 10%, and fossils by 25%, from the results of naming rocks based on the percentage of minerals obtained rock names in the form of wackestone [18], [19] as found in (Figure 8). The results of the paleontological analysis found that fossils in the Ombilin Formation have an age range of Middle Miocene range with planktonic foraminifera fossils such as *Orbulina bilobate, Globorotalia arceomenardii, Orbulina universa,* and *Globorotalia mayer* obtained that the age of deposition in this formation is middle Miocene N9-N11. The age of deposition in this formation is the middle Miocene N9-N11, in the benthonic foraminifera fossils *Epistomaroides polytomelloides, Tinoporus spengleri, Vertebralina striata,* and *Miliolinella australis* which are located in the Transitional to Neritic Edge (Table 1). In the Late Oligocene - Early Miocene there was a transgression mechanism followed by an increase in part of the Ombilin Basin and a decrease in part of the place where the Ombilin Formation was deposited in the marine environment [20], [21]. The change in sedimentation from a riverine environment in the Sawahtambang Formation to a marine environment in the Ombilin Formation has led to a more significant increase in sediment volume known as the Terban [14].

![Figure 7. Outcrops of the Ombilin Formation.](image7)

![Figure 8. Thin Section View of Ombilin Formation.](image8)
Table 1. Age and Bathymetric Environment of the Ombilin Formation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>EOCENE</th>
<th>OGILOCENE</th>
<th>MIOCENE</th>
<th>PLIOCENE</th>
<th>HOLOCENE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>early</td>
<td>late</td>
<td>early</td>
<td>middle</td>
<td>late</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planitonic Foraminifera</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Orbitina bilobata (R)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Globorotalia acasienenardii (C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Orbitina universa (R)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Globorotalia meyeri (R)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sphaeroidinella subdehiriaens (C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data collected from the research, including macroscopic and microscopic description data, profile measurements, and paleontological analysis, form the basis for preparing historical reconstruction in this research. The reconstruction of geological history includes the formation process of rock formations in the research area, where the determination of the age of rock formations is carried out through the results of the analysis as supporting data in compiling the geological history of this research location.

1. **Pre-Tertiary (Triassic) Period**

In this era, the first tectonic phase of the formation of a tectonic system with a northwest-southeast direction took place in the early Tertiary [15], [22]. In the western and eastern parts of the Ombilin Basin there are Pre-Tertiary rocks which act as the basement of Tertiary deposits, in the northern part of the Ombilin Basin there are igneous rock units which are the result of intrusion undergoing an uplift process into dacite rocks as a basement [23], [24] which can be seen in Figure 9.

![Figure 9. Deposition Process of Porphyry Quartz Dacite Formation as Basement (Molds, 1984).](image)

2. **Late Oligocene Epoch**

The next geological history deposited the Sawahtambang Formation formed on the braided river which is characterized by a sedimentary environment with medium sandstone characteristics and as evidenced by the sedimentary structure in the form of lamination, and cross-bedding. The process of deposition of
rock layers that occurred in the Late Oligocene Period research area occurred nonconformity deposition between the Porphyry Quartz Dacite Formation and the Sawahtambang Formation [3], [25] which can be seen in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Deposition Process of the Sawahtambang Formation (Modification of Einsele, 1992 & Selley, 1988).

3. Early-Middle Miocene Epoch
In the Miocene, a transgression process occurred when the Ombilin Formation was deposited in conformity with the Sawahtambang Formation, then the Ombilin Formation was deposited on top of it. During the Middle Miocene time (N9-N11), a transgression process occurred where sea level rise occurred [26], which made the deposition process of the next formation in the shallow sea. According to Blow's calcification, rock deposition based on the bathymetry of benthonic foraminifera fossils from rock samples in the Ombilin Formation shows neritic to transitional zonation, where deposition in this formation is Transitional-Neritic Edge [27], [28]. There is also benthonic foraminifera Oolina apiculata, which is in the Middle Neritic. This is due to the transgression process, which is the process of seawater rising or falling from the sea surface of the land slowly, which causes one of these benthonic foraminifera to have different depths, as can be seen in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Deposition process of the Ombilin Formation (Selley, 1988).

Based on the results of the stratigraphic analysis carried out, it is known that the rock formations in this study were originally formed in the Pre-Tertiary (Triassic) period. Then, in the Late Oligocene phase, there was the deposition of rock formations with different characteristics. This formation was deposited inconsistently with the previous formation, showing deposition characterized by braided river activity, as evidenced by the presence of laminated and cross-laminated sedimentary structures [29]. Subsequently, there was the deposition of rock formations in a harmonious manner, accompanied by the process of transgression. This transgression process caused a change in deposition, switching from a
riverine environment to a marine environment [14]. Compared to earlier research, it can be concluded that the deposition of rock formations in this study shows a more complex environmental variation. In the previous study, deposition was thought to have occurred in a lake to the shallow marine environment, with the presence of slump sediment structures and the presence of freshwater fish fossils interpreted to have formed around the meandering river [6]. This difference highlights the depositional changes that can develop over time and the importance of stratigraphic understanding in reconstructing the geological history of a region.

4. Conclusion
The stratigraphy in the research area is in the order of old to young rocks: the Porphyry Quartz Dacite Formation (Qd) is the oldest formation of the Triassic age; the Sawahtambang Formation (Tost) has a Late Oligocene age; and the Ombilin Formation (Tmo) has an Early-Middle Miocene age. The reconstruction of geological history begins in the Pre-Tertiary period. In this era, the first tectonic phase took place in the early Tertiary, along with the formation of the pull-apart system. Then, in the Late Oligocene, the Sawahtambang Formation was deposited inconsistently with the Porphyry Quartz Dacite Formation, and in the Miocene, there was a transgression process during the deposition of the Ombilin Formation, which was deposited in harmony with the Sawahtambang Formation.
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